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General

1. The following emergency drills are given in ttre Flight Reference Cards:

Emergency engine shutdown
Engine failure (non-mechanical)

Rough running in flight...
Propeller malfunctioning
Forced landing
Engine failure after take-off
Fire on the ground
Cockpit fire
Fumes in cockpit...
Communications failure
Alternator failure
Flap actuator failure
Abandoning 15R

Ditching ... 15R

Brake Failures

2. There is no cockpit indication of brake failure. If brake failure is
encountered, directional control is always available by use ofthe nosewheel

steering. If only one brake has failed the aircraft may be stopped by careful use

of the other brake, but the deceleration obtained may be only one third to one
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quarter of that normally obtained. In the event of a double brake failure it may
be necessary to stop the engine to slow the aircraft, particularly on hard
surfaces.

Engine Failure After Take-Off

3. a. Immediately before comrnencing the take-off the aircraft captain
mr:st decide upon and include in the take-off emergencies brief, the
intended course of action if an engine fails after take-off.

b. The normal course of action is to land ahead, ie, within 30o either side
of the take-off direction. Complete the Engine Failure After Take-Off
drill and make a forced landing in the chosen area.

c. There may, howeveq be exceptional circumstances where the area
ahead is so hazardous that it precludes attempting a forced landing, and it
is necessary to initiate a 'turnback'. The aim of a rurnback is to turn the
aircraft through the minimum heading change necessary to achieve a
forced landing on a suitable area. It is not always the aim to achieve a
landing on the take-offrunway reciprocal although, on occasion, this might
be the only suitable area. As a guide, it is possible to turn through 180o,

using 45o of bank and 80 knots, with a height loss of 250 feet. Since some

time must be allowed for reaction, and since the final approach should be

made with wings level from 100 feet above ground level (AGL), do not
attempt a turnback through 180' below 350 feet AGL. For a turnback it is
essential that a 45o bank turn in the pre-briefed direction be initiated
immediately the engine fails and that a minimum of 80 knots be maintained
throughout the turn; it requires a considerable nose-down change ofpitch
attitude to counter the speed decay after an engine failure. Initiate a

turnback manoeuwe into any crosswind, unless geographical considera-

.tions, such as built-up areas, militate against this. Whatever the crosswind,
always make the initial turn away from a built-up area towards a clear area.

A strong headwind on take-off, although making it easier to return to the
airfield, incurs penalties of high groundspeed on touchdown and the
possibility of running off the airfield. Consequently, the turnback is not
recommended when the headwind on take-off exceeds 20 knots.

d. It is emphasized that, whenever possible, the aircraft should be landed
ahead if an engine fails aftertake-off If exceptional circumstances prevail,
and a turnback is considered to provide the best chance of survival, the
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captain must decide upon his course of action including the direction of
turn, immediately before take-off, and include it in his pre-take-off brief.

Forced Landing

4. a. Whenever possible fly the aircraft so that, should the engine fail and not
be restarted before descending to 1500 feet AGL, the pilot has a choice

between forced landing or abandoning the aircraft. If such an engine failure

occurs when flying over hazardous terrain such as steep hills, moorland,
flooded fields, etc, where no field suitable for forced landing is available,
abandon the aircraft (see Abandoning ddll) if above 1500 feet AGL.

b. If committed to a forced landing select a suitable landing area and glide

towards it at75 knots with flaps UP. Plan the circuit and carry out the

Forced Landing checks. Lower INTER flaps as required after the

crosswind leg and maintain 75 knots throughout the aspect turn. When

a certain to reach the intended landing area lower FULL flap and then, when

the flap selection has been achieved, select the BATTBRY MASTER a
switch OFF. Cross the threshold of the landing area at 75 knots. There is

little protection against vertical deceleration thus it is important to retain

sufficient speed to make a controlled landing following the roundout.

c. It is recommended that 75 knots be maintained throughout. Whilst a

reduced gliding speed may marginally decrease the rate of descent it
restricts the pilot's ability, at the roundout, to modiry the landing direction

and reduce the rate of descent for an acceptable touchdown

d. If possible make the final approach into wind to reduce groundspeed as

much as possible. If approaching into wind means landing on a noticeable
downslope then the dtecdon of approach may have to be modified.

e. After roundout there is a choice berween putting the aircraft down at 60

knots or holding it off so that the forward speed at touchdown is as low as

possible. The former would be suited to situations where there are hazards

at the end of the landing run. The latter would be appropriate if the landing
surface was hazardous, but the actual position of touchdown was not
critical.
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f . After touchdown on the main liheels, keep the weight on the nosewheel

as low as possible. Take care not to cause the aircraft to lift off again by
pulling back too far on the control column.

g. When the aircraft comes to rest, unstrap and leave the aircraft.

h. When a simulated forced landing is practised clear the engine every
1000 feet during the descent.

OAbandoning

5. The minimum recommended height for abandoning in contolled flight is
1500 feet AGL.

6. The aircraft rnay have to be abandoned for any one of several reasons:

a. It may be spinning out of control; in this case abandon at transition

Ievel plus the height of the ground AMSL. This is based on a transition

altitude of 3000 feet and gives a minimum abandonment height of 3000 feet

AGL

b- It may be out of control due to structural failure, or jammed/ineffective

controls, or it may have an uncontollable fire; in this case abandon

immediately if above 1500feetAGL. If below 1500 feet AGL abandonment

may still be possible in some circumstances. For further guidance see para

7 below.

c. The aircraft may be under control but the terrain below may be

unsuitable for a forced landing; in this case carql out the Abandoning drill
and commence abandoning at a minimum of 1500 feet AGL.

7. Pull the ripcord handle about two seconds after clearing the aircraft. If this
is done, the escapee falls some 350 feet before the parachute starts to open. It
is fully deployed within 250 feet of the ripcord handle being pulled. Conse-
quently, although there have been no trials specific to this aircraft, there

appeaxs to be a margin of safety of up to 900 feet. This equates to around eight
seconds of 'spare' freefall time. This is considered to be the minimum to cater

for significant rates of aircraft descent before abandonment, delays in pulling
the ripcord handle, and errors in the calculation of ground level.
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PART 5

CHAPTER" 1- OPERATING DATA
(Completely revised at AL7)
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INTRODUCTION

Performance Group

1. The aircraft is classified in Performance Group D of British Civil
Airworthiness Requirements (BCAR). This means that there is no
specific provision for performance after engine failure. The perform-
ance data has been measured in accordance with Section K of BCAR.
The Load Classification Group (LCG) for this aircraft is VII.

Validity of Performance Information
2. The performance data in this Chapter is nor valid if:

a. The AUW exceeds the limitations.
b. The aircraft is flown when the OAT exceeds +35oC.
c. Readings from the charts are obtained by extrapolation (ie by
using values of parameters outside the range given in the charts)
except as and when specifically permitted.

d. Any change is made to the aircraft condition likely to affect
the performance or change the aerodynamic drag.
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Definitions

3. Gross Perform(urce. The average performance which a number of
identical aircraft can be expected to achieve if satisfactorily maintained,
and if flown in accordance with the associated techniques described in
this manual.

4. Net Performance. Net performance is gross performance dimin-
ished by the amounts specified in BCAR to allow for various contin-
gencies which cannot be directly accounted for operationally, eg, the
need to manoeuvre, unavoidable variations in piloting techniques,
temporary below average performance, etc. It is extremely improbable
that the net performance will not be achieved in operation provided the
aircraft is flown in accordance with the recommended techniques.

Maximum Take-off and Landing Weight
5. The maximum take-ofl and landing weight is 2350Ib for all airfields
between sea level and 5000 feet AMSL and does not vary with
temperature.

Technique

6. The information on which the take-ofi, en route and landing per-
formance are scheduled, is based on the techniques laid down in part 3
of this manual.

Pressure Error Corections
7. The pressure error corrections (PEC) to be applied to the airspeed
indicator reading to obtain RAS are shown in Table 1. pEC to the
altimeter is negligible in all cases.

TAKE-OFF FIELD LENGTHS

8. This information is derived from Fig I and represents the net
take-off distance required from rest to the 50 feet (15 m) height point

EN ROUTE CLIMB

9. En route climb information is shown in Fig 2 and is given as gross,
measured performance data. An en route climb perforrnance table in
the Flight Reference cards (FRC) shows time, distance and fuel used
during a climb from sea level to various artitudes. Figures for climbs
from other than sea level can be obtained by subtraction.
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AP l0lB-3801-15 - OPerating Data

Table I -- Pressure Error Corrections to ASI
IAS to RAS-knots

l

Configuration i 40{01 60-30

IAS - knots

80-1001 100-l2o I 120-140 140-160 1160..200

Flaps UP I I

auwzrsom +s i +2 I 0

AuwlTsolbi +3 I 0l-2
,rr*rNr"*t I I

auWzlsotti +S I *2 I -l
Auw17501bl +3 I 0l-3
FtaosFULL ' I I

AuWzgsotUI +4 I +1 | -2
AuwlTs0lb' *2 1 0l -3

-3
-4

-5
-6

-7
--8

-10
-10

-4
-5

-6
-6

CRUISE PERFORMANCE

l0.TablesintheFRCshowmanifoldpfessuresettingsrequiredwith
zz,oo,-zaaa or 2200 RpM, together with the fuel pressure setting re-

q"i*0, to obtain various percentage powers' using Best Power Mixture

(BPM)orBestgco"omv.rurixture(gE,.N4).IASfor2300lband1900lb
AUW and fuel cons'mition using BPM or BEM for various percent-

a age powers ur. ui,o gi"n' Ralnge..available (making an arbitrary O
allowance of + gaffon-s fii'a"t".nt, ta-naing and unusable fuel) using BPM

or BEM, fo, uariorrs i,,.t ttut"t and perientaqe qow31l'^d"p"'ndlg 
-o,1

"ititrO"-"na ""gin" 
nifrf required is titulated in the FRC: endurance rs

""f.rfrt"a 
fronifuel consumption and fuel remaining'

DESCENT PERFORMANCE

ll.Fig3showsthetimetakenandhorizontaldistancecoveredina
descentbetweentwoaltitudes.Thegraphassumesthatthethrottleis
closedandtheRPMleveristoFINE;inpracticethesese.ttingsmaybe
increased due to the need to warm the engine periodically during the

descent.

LANDING FIELD LENGTH

12.Fig4showsthenetlandingdistancerequiredfromaheightof50feet
(l5m) to'bring the aircraft to rest using full braking'
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Take-off I)istance Required to 50 ft (Fig t)

The take-offdistance required from rest to the 50 feet (l5m) height point isderived from Fig I opposite. The associated condition, ur"r "---'

Induction air: Cold

Flaps: INTER

Runway: Grass - recently mown and dry on a firm subsoil.

Note l: For operation from hard, dry surfaces, the take-off distance
required, derived from Fig l, should beiactored by 0.gg.

Note 2: The take-off run required is obtained by factoring the \v.take-ofl disrance required derived ?rom Fig r, dependini on the .un*uy
surface, as follows:

Grass 0-67
Hard, dry surface ... 0.59

Note 3: The wind correction grids are factored so that reported winds
may be used directly in the grids.

Example

The dotted line on Fig r shows that with an oAT of 20oc, an airfieldaltrtude of 1000 feet, an all-up weight of 2000 rb, a headwina'oiio t ot.and-a runway having a down slope of 2go, the take-off distance requiredon dry grass is 1420 feet.
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En Route Climb (Fig 2)

The time, horizontal distance in still air and fuel used between heights
in an en route climb are derived from Fig 2 opposite. Gross perform-
ance values are given. .\J

The associated conditions are:

Weight: Weight at start of climb is maximum take-off weight,
23s0 lb (1066 ke).

Engine: Operating at max power (2700 RPM, full throttle).

Induction air: Cold.

Flaps: UP.

Airspeed: 80 knots up to 5000 feet and 75 knots thereafter.
\-"/

Exonple

To climb from 3000 feet to 6000 feet in ISA conditions:

Time 7.5 -3.5 :4 minutes

Distance l1-5.10:5.9NM
Fuel 1.42-0.68:0.741rK gallons
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En Route Descent (Fig 3)

Fig 3 shows the horizontal distance covered in still air, and the time -

taken to descend between altitudes, with the engine idling, RPM at
maximum, flaps UP and at an IAS of 75 knots. Fuel used is approx- \-/
imately I UK gallon per 2000 feet.

Example

Descent from 4000 feet to sea level

Distance

Time

5.5 NM

4{ minutes
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Landing Distance Required (Fig a)

The landing distance required from a height of 50 feet (15 m) to come

to rest can be derived from Fig 4 opposite.

The associated conditions are:

Engine: Idling

Propeller: RPM lever to FINE

Flaps: FULL

Runway: Grass -- recently mown and dry on a firm subsoil

Braking: Maximum braking applied as soon as nosewheel is on

the ground

Note 1: The landing distance required, derived from Fig 4, is net data. \-/

Note 2: For landings made on hard, dry surfaces, the distances

required, derived from Fig 4, should be factored by 0'89.

Note 3: Landing ground run is obtained by factoring landing distance

required by 0'48 on grass and by 0'37 on hard, dry surfaces.

Note 4: The wind correction grids are factored so that reported winds

may be used directly in using the chart.

Example

The dotted line on Fig 4 shows that with an oAT of 20oc, an airfield

altitude of 1000 feet, an aircraft weight of 1750 lb, a headwind of

8 knots and a runway slope of 1.61o down, the net landing distance

required on dry grass is 1825 feet. \*
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I

General

l. The zero fuel weight imposes limitations on the normal accelerations which
may be applied to the aircraft and on the performance of aerobatics (see Part2,
Chap2).

2. The following information is based on the all up weight(AUW) and centre
of gravity (CG) position of an aircraft built to specification and equipped for
operation, before the addition of the crew, their equipment (including seat
cushions and parachutes), baggage and usable fuel. The AUW and CG position
of the aircraft in this basic condition are recorded in the F700.

Note: The basic CG position assumes an average seat rake position for both
seats. If both seats are raked fully aft, the CG position can be up to 0.4 inches
further aft.

Determination of AUW and CG Position

3. Fig I shows the aircraft weight and CG envelope;Part2,Chap I details the
appropriate limitations. An overlay marked with two superimposed grids is

5-2
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provided for use with Fig l; the red grid relates to operation by two pilots or one
pilot with both parachutes retained in the aircraft, the black grid relates to
operation by one pilot with the other parachute removed from the aircraft. The
grids show the effect of fuel usage on AUW and CG position for a given front
cockpit load, where the front cockpit load is the weight of the crew plus any
baggage which may be caried in the front cockpit. The true weights of crew
members fully equipped for flight, but excluding the weight of parachutes and
seat cushions, are to be used in the procedure for determining AUW and CG
position which is as follows:

a. Ascertain the weight and CG position of the basic aircraft from the F700
and plot on Fig l.

b. Position the 'Basic A/C Datum' of the overlay over the point plotted and
align the vertical reference line of the overlay with the vertical grid of Fig l.

c. Locate the point on the overlay defined by the appropriate front cockpit
load and the fuel load and read off against that point on Fig I the AUW and
CG position.

d. Similarly locate the point on the overlay defined by the front cockpit load
and the zero fuel load and read off on Fig I the zero fuel weight.

e. If personal survival packs are carried, the weights determined at c. and d.
above must be increased by l6 lb per PSP; the CG ofthe aircraft is moved 0'l
inch further aft.

f. The line joining the points determined at c., d. and, if applicable, e. above
indicates the change of both AUW and CG position as fuel is used. The
aircraft is onlyto be operatedwithinthe fuelremainingrangewhich lies inside
the envelope.

Note: If the zero fuel weight is above 2170lb, aerobatics are prohibited.

Example I : With the basic weight of I 600 lb, basic CG position 65 .8 inches aft
of datum (AOD), a crew oftwo weighing 400 lb and a full fuel load, the AUW
at take-off is 2275\b and the zero fuel weight is2A47 lb.

Example 2: With a basic weight of 1700 lb, basic CG position 66 inches AOD,
a crew of two weighing 450 lb and a I 6 gallon fuel load, the AUW is 23 l0 lb and

5-2
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the zero fuel weight is 2200 lb. Because the zero fuel weight is above 2l7O Ib
the limitations appropriate to the non-aerobatic category are to be applied;
aerobatics are prohibited. (Maximum permissible fuel load 2l gallons.)

Example 3: With a basic weight of 1600 lb, basic CG position 66 inches AOD,
a solo pilot weighing 200 lb fully equipped, with the second parachute removed
from the aircraft, and with a full fuel load, using the black grid the AUW is
2050lb and the zero fuel weight is 1823 lb. The aircraft may be operated
throughout the sortie under the limitations appropriate to the aerobatic category.

Baggage Loading

4. Fig2 and Fig 3 show the maximum weight of baggage which can be caried
O in the area aft. of the crew seats with a given fuel load and front cockpit load.l

Fig 2 applies for operation by two pilots or by one pilot with the parachute
remaining in the right seat; Fig 3 relates to operation by one pilot with the
parachute removed from the right seat.

5. The primary consideration in loading baggage is CG position. As the
baggage load is increased the CG moves aft. However, fuel consumption has the
same effect. Therefore the maximum baggage load has to be related to the
movement of the CG position caused by fuel consumption. When the front
cockpit load exceeds approximately 280 lb, total AUW considerations may also
limit the baggage load as the fuel load is increased.

6. To determine the baggage load which may be caried, proceed as follows:

a. Determine the maximum amount of fuel required for the sortie. This
should include diversion fuel, etc.

b, For Solo Pilot Operation:

(l) Detemine the minimum fuel remaining for landing by subtracting the
figure derived at a. from the full fuel load.

(2) Against the point where the landing fuel and front cockpit load
intersect, read offthe permissible baggage load from the scale at the left of
the graph.

5-2
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Example: If the minimum fuel remaining at landing is 16 gallons and the front
cockpit load is 200 lb, the maximum baggage load is 185 lb when the parachute
is removed from the right seat (Fig 3) or 174 lb when the parachute is retained
in the right seat (Fig 2).

c. For Two Pilot Operation:

(l) Inspect along the line of constant front cockpit load with the fuel
required determined at a. above.

(2) Wheri the lowest point on the front cockpit load line occurs read offthe
permissible baggage load from the scale at the left of the graph.

(3) The optimum baggage load can only be determined by careful inspec-
tion ofthe graph and occurs where both the take-offfuel and the landing
fuel intersect the front cockpit load so that an identical baggage load
occurs.

Example: The fuel required for the sortie is 8 gallons with a front cockpit load
of 400 lb. If the fuel load at take-off is full, the maximum baggage load which
can be caried is 72 lb. (Although on landing with 24 gallons remaining the
available baggage load is l25lb, the lowest figure applies.) If the fuel at take-
off is reducedto24 gallons, 125 lb of baggage may be caried. However, by
inspection, it can be deduced that the baggage load may be increased to a
maximum of 140 lb if the take-off fuel is reduce dto22 gallons; at both the take-
off fuel and the landing fuel (14 gallons) the same baggage weight can be
achieved.

Note: If PSP are camied, increase the front cockpit load by 16 lb for each PSP.

5-2
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Key to Frg 1 - Cockpit Forward Yiew

I Flying control locks securing pin
2 Left rudder pedals

3 Circuit breaker panel (Part l, Chap I, Fig 1)

a 4 Volts/Amps indicator
5 Cold air adjustable outlet
6 Press-to-transmitswirch
7 Flap position indicator
8 Accelerometer
9 Vacuum gauge

10 lvlanifold pressurefuel pressure indicalor
I I Oil temperature and pressure and cytnder head temperature indica0or

12 Fuel conlents indicalor
13 Stopwarch '-/
14 RPM indicator
f5 Turn and slip indicator
16 Ainpeedindicator
17 VOR/ILS/DMEindicaor
18 Direction indicator
19 Artificial horizon
20 lvlagnetic compass
2l Altimeter
22 Vertical speed indicator
23 VHF control unit

. ,4 Communication control unit
25 VOMLS/DMEreceiverunit
25 Transponderoontrolunit
27 UllFconrolunit
28 Compass card holder
29 Transmit-intercom-muteswirch
30 Frequency card holders
3l Cold air adjustable outlet
32 Windscreen demisting control
33 Cockpit warm air control
34 Cockpit air flow control
35 Right rudder pedals

36 Engine induction hotaircontrol
37 Centre pedestal (FrS 2)
38 Starter panel (Fig 2)
39 Parking brake handle a .-,
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Key to tr'lg 2 - Cockpit Centre pedestal

I lr,ft seatbackangleadjustsnentcontnol
2 Rudderfimconrol
3 Elevarmuim conuol
4 Flyingconhollocks$rowed)
5 Elevatorrimindicator
6 Throule lever
7 Sarter warning light
8 Engine start€rbutton
9 Lig[tingcontrol(ftEl)
10 Alternaror failure light
I I Alternator conrol swilch
12 Fuelboosterpumpswirch
13 Bafiery mast€r switch
14 lgnition srvirch
15 RPM lever
16 Friction control lever
17 Mixure connol levor
18 Flaps selector switch
19 Right seat brck angle adjusunent control
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